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E-society is a just in time learning system, based on versioning technologies. E-science is a 

similar system, too, but it is based on recursive educational processes and iterative implemen-

tations of technologies. E-education is by definition, and by default, a just in time learning 

system. E-society is a native environment for all forms of the traditional education: formal, 

non-formal and informal education. At the same time, e-society is a native environment for 

structured educational resources: electronic, digital and virtual resources. In this context, the 

standard e-classroom become the native environment in order to develop a just in time teaching 

and learning system. This article presents the conceptual framework as a knowledge one, for 

such an approach, based on the meta language and the object language, as a twofold research 

paradigm, and details the theoretical framework as a comprehension one, and the analytical 

framework, as an application for a solution, including a case study. 
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Introduction 

Information Technology as a scientific re-

search domain changed the vision of the users 

between theory and practice and become e-

science. At the same time, Information Tech-

nology developed business as e-business and 

offered the context to extend education as e-

education. Theory become a recursive process 

for theoretical knowledge structuring and re-

fining and practice become an iterative pro-

cess for educational implementations of 

knowledge as new versions of the applica-

tions. E-education should become the engine 

of the e-society as soon as e-business reflects 

versions of technologies and e-education has 

to integrate recursive processes in order to 

prepare the professionals. 

E-society represents a threshold concept when 

we structure the educational resources of the 

environment generated by the e-science (con-

sidered an aggregate concept, including e-ed-

ucation). Three categories are already basis 

concepts, accessible for a standard user ana-

lyse. The first one, the electronic resources 

represent the traditional resources, projected 

in the new context, for example, all printed 

books, scanned, stored, and available in elec-

tronic format. The second one, the digital re-

sources, they are new, for example, the digital 

services, designed in order to purchase a ticket 

for a flight. The third one, the virtual re-

sources, reflects an augmented reality, for ex-

ample, a visit in a virtual museum. This ap-

proach dedicated to the concept e-society ex-

plains how the three forms of the traditional 

education: formal, non-formal, and informal 

education, all of them growths in the same 

electronic new context. 

As soon as this analyse highlights learning, as 

a basic activity of the human development, it 

is useful to mention here the three paradigms 

of learning in e-society, as they describe the 

concept in [1]: a lexical paradigm, a termino-

logical paradigm, and a conceptual paradigm, 

three levels of understanding of the same pro-

cess using different cognitive infrastructures, 

different technological infrastructure, and dif-

ferent conceptual infrastructure. The explana-

tion of such a phenomenon is because the 

character of human reasoning which it is dif-

ferent during various stages of the develop-

ment of an individual human cognitive sys-

tem. 

For example, in [2], based on reviews of pio-

1 
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neering work within smart learning, smart ed-

ucation, and smart learning environments, the 

authors highlight two models, a cognitive 

smart learning model, and a smartness level 

model. These models are evaluated against 

current standardization challenges in the field 

of learning, education and training to form the 

basis for a development platform for new 

standards in this area. Another example is [3]; 

in this paper, smart learning environments are 

defined as physical environments that are en-

riched with digital, context-aware, and adap-

tive devices, to promote better and faster 

learning. In order to identify the requirements 

for ‘better and faster learning’, the idea of Hu-

man Learning Interfaces is presented, i.e. the 

set of learning related interaction mechanisms 

that humans expose to the outside world that 

can be used to control, stimulate and facilitate 

their learning processes. Papers highlighting 

standards for smart education, smart learning 

environments, and even smart learning, pro-

pose descriptive metaphors, and all of these 

phrases refer to the lexical paradigm. One-

step to an explanatory metaphor is smart edu-

cation framework. In [4] the authors describe 

the three essential elements in a technology-

facilitated smart education environment, 

which are teaching presence, technological 

presence, and learner presence. Both the in-

structor and students share the teaching pres-

ence. It describes the teaching role in a smart 

education system as instructional design, fa-

cilitation and direct instruction, and techno-

logical support. The learner presence consists 

of learners’ competency to being autonomous 

and collaborative learners as well as efficient 

users of technologies. The technological pres-

ence concerns to what extent technologies can 

create connectivity, provide ubiquitous access 

to learning resources, and adapt to personal 

needs. The technological presence provides a 

foundation for learning to occur. 

Another explanatory metaphor is developed 

by [5] referring to ‘blended learning ecosys-

tem’ using a conceptual learning paradigm of 

working professionals. They define the learn-

ing needs of this learner audience, which are 

context-centric, action-oriented, participa-

tion-based, and skills-focused. 

Such an approach based on an explanatory 

metaphor referring a terminological paradigm 

or to a conceptual paradigm, it is recom-

mended when we work for cognitive develop-

ment of the learner, which it tends to complete 

as a cognitive autonomous system. 

 

2 Knowledge Framework as a Conceptual 

one 

Analysing scientific researchers as learners, 

according to previous educational researches, 

[6] and [7] define the article as the basic result 

of the scientific research activities, structure 

the main papers types and present a refined 

working model developed as a paradigm in 

the process of elaborating articles. Analysing 

scientific research as a self-educational activ-

ity, [1] highlights the article as an object learn-

ing so for the owner, and for the community 

with the professional interests in the same 

field’s area.  

Information Technology, as a scientific re-

search domain, transformed the knowledge 

framework in a conceptual one, and one refer-

ential moment was when Intel's first micro-

computer on a chip, the 4004, was conceived 

by Marcian Edward “Ted” Hoff and Stan Ma-

zor, in 1971, being a more general purpose, 

replacing logic circuits with microprogram-

ming. This solution promoted the idea of in-

cluding a computer inside a computer, the sec-

ond one being updated with a new technology 

[8]. Understanding programming as a native 

environment of the scientific domain in Infor-

mation Technology, we include the meta lan-

guage and the object language, as a twofold 

research paradigm, in any approach. So, pass-

ing from conceptual framework to a theoreti-

cal framework, we use working terms as a 

meta language, while, developing an analyti-

cal framework, we use the scientific field’s 

terms as an object language. A pattern appli-

cation should be used in defining a case study.  

It is important to distinguish between recur-

sive educational processes and iterative im-

plementations of technologies, which could 

reflect different levels of professionals (certi-

fied or not, known or unknown) or different 

versions of technologies (standardized or not, 

registered or not). Including such an approach 
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for analysing scientific researchers as learn-

ers, an updated paradigm of the scientific re-

search article in e-education it is shown in Fig. 

1.

 

 
Fig. 1. A paradigm of the scientific research article in e-education 

 

Matching the interests of the other researchers 

or students depends on the adequate informa-

tional granularity of the object learning. At the 

same time, e-science requires reconsidering 

the relationship between theory and practice 

and the paradigm of space and time, for learn-

ing. E-science transformed the article in elec-

tronic article (e-article), and as a pattern ap-

plied, object learning was developed, de-

signed and implemented as e-object learning. 

According to the three categories of resources 

in e-society, the next stage for the traditional 

scientific article is the digital-article (d-arti-

cle), which it should integrate explicit func-

tionalities. 

In order to create paradigms and to use meta-

phors in a teaching-learning system, we define 

the meta-language as being a method and the 

object-language as being a technique. Scien-

tific research is a methodological investiga-

tion of a scientific subject of a particular do-

main for adding to knowledge, as a theoretical 

approach, and confirmed in a case study, as a 

practical approach. The scientific progress in-

tegrates the equilibrium between methods (de-

fined as theoretical approaches) and tech-

niques (defined as practical approaches). In 

fact, we develop the methodological approach 

based on concepts map, presented in [1], 

which mentions the desktop-fieldwork para-

digm, as a base of a threefold actions of a basic 

teaching and learning system: knowledge, 

comprehension and applications, in order to 

configure a user cognitive infrastructure. As a 

teacher, a user cognitive infrastructure pre-

sumes to know, to understand and to apply the 

meta-language, while, as a learner, the user 

cognitive infrastructure supposes to know, to 

understand and to apply the object language.   

The building blocks of an e-education frame-

work implies two others infrastructures: the 

technological one and the conceptual one, as 

we observe in [9]. Defining such a teaching-

learning system, it is mandatory to conclude 

that the features of all the infrastructures im-

plied certify the characteristics of the learner’s 

cognitive system resulted.  
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These three infrastructures define the external 

factors, but very important are the internal fac-

tors of a learner’s cognitive system. The inter-

nal factors of a learner’s cognitive system 

could be structured in: primary competences 

(attention and patience, integrated in a self-

discipline), secondary competences (motiva-

tion and objectives), and tertiary compe-

tences, based on computer literacy and ex-

plicit professional skills. 

In [10], the authors explore new forms of 

teaching, learning, and assessment for an in-

teractive world, to guide teachers and policy 

makers in productive innovation. This seventh 

report proposes ten innovations that are al-

ready in currency but have not yet had a pro-

found influence on education. Making think-

ing visible is one of them and it fits with a 

view of learning as a constructive activity. 

Technology-enhanced assessment prompts 

students to show their working as they solve 

problems and receive automated feedback. 

Some systems also allow students to pose 

questions and discuss their progress with 

teachers and peers during a learning activity. 

Teachers can see how each student is pro-

gressing towards mastery of a topic and can 

identify where students are blocked or have 

misunderstood a topic. Decolonising learn-

ing: a curriculum provides a way of identify-

ing the knowledge we value. It structures the 

ways in which we are taught to think and talk 

about the world. Place-based learning: Where 

learners are at a given time influences what 

they experience, their feelings, and their ways 

of thinking. These opportunities are limited if 

study always takes place in similar settings 

such as classrooms, lecture halls, or libraries. 

Place-based learning considers location to be 

a trigger for learning and an active part of how 

people learn. It is an approach that involves 

looking for learning opportunities within a lo-

cal community and using the natural environ-

ment to inspire learners. It can support learn-

ing about a wide range of subjects, including 

Culture and History, Geography and Science. 

Mobile technologies are opening up new op-

portunities for place-based learning. They of-

fer a sophisticated set of tools that can be used 

to support study outside the classroom. They 

also provide opportunities for adding virtual 

information to physical settings. 

The main features of an e-education system 

are the global functionalities and the diversity 

of the users. The technological infrastructure 

presumes different levels of the information 

systems (home-based, institutional, metropol-

itan, national, regional, and global) while the 

conceptual infrastructure assumes study pro-

grammes based on curriculum, subjects, sylla-

buses and concepts map.  

Therefore, the methodological approach 

based on concepts map in e-education shows 

the functional updates in Fig. 2, where the ge-

neric user stands for scientific researcher, 

teacher or student. 

The central point of this new approach and the 

main feature of the e-education context is con-

sisted of the desktop as a fieldwork paradigm; 

the phrase is a general one of another three al-

ready classical metaphors for the desktop: 

school desk, master desk, and desk or table. It 

is essential to differentiate these three meta-

phors, which are descriptive metaphors, com-

paring with the desktop as a fieldwork, which 

is an explanatory metaphor. One more exam-

ple for a descriptive metaphor is the type-

writer assuming for a word processor, which 

highlights a limited comprehension of a new 

concept according to a descriptive metaphor, 

and not to an explanatory one, like the word 

processor – an instruction environment for 

processing a scientific research project. 

The desktop as a fieldwork paradigm repre-

sents the key resource of the methodological 

approach based on Information Technology as 

a native scientific research environment and 

this explanatory metaphor presumes a three-

fold meta-instruction activity for a generic 

user, in a just in time teaching and learning 

system, in the standard e-Classroom. The stu-

dent-user interacts with adequate content, be-

cause of systematically refined activities of 

the teacher-user, in a specific technological 

infrastructure, acting (knowing, understand-

ing, and applying) in a cognitive infrastructure 

developed as an extension of his cognitive 

system. The scientific researcher-user discov-

ers new methods and techniques, available as 
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knowledge and applications, in order to de-

velop the methodological approach, of a just 

in time teaching and learning system, in e-ed-

ucation, and in particularly, in a standard e-

Classroom. The new content transforms the 

user, from a student-user stage in a teacher-

user stage or a scientific-researcher stage, as 

circular references, depending on context, and 

new technologies transform the methodologi-

cal approach according to the new ontologies. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Methodological approach based on Information Technology as a native research en-

vironment 
 

Such kind of approach focuses on the user’s 

cognitive infrastructure, defined as the envi-

ronment of the cognitive development of the 

student, in order to create a cognitive system 

for the user. Desktop as a fieldwork paradigm 

is the base for metacognitive development, 

being a construct, which presumes, at the 

same time, a meta-language, and an object 

language, a method for the teacher and a tech-

nique for the learner. 

 

 

3 Comprehension Framework as a Theo-

retical one 

Using the concept of e-society as an explana-

tory metaphor educational laboratory, we un-

derstand that e-education includes the tradi-

tional education, and it is evolving based on 

technological infrastructure, conceptual infra-

structure, and very important, the cognitive in-

frastructure, including here the instructional e-

science applications, developed as cognitive 
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extensions. Based on the building blocks of 

the scientific research activities (ontology, 

epistemology, methodology, and methods) 

and on the interrelationships between the 

building blocks of assisted instruction in e-ed-

ucation, developed in [11], we create a theo-

retical framework, dedicated as a base for ini-

tiating an operational assisted instruction sys-

tem in e-education; see the image presented in 

Fig. 3.

 

 
Fig. 3. Comprehension Framework based on assisted instruction in e-education 

 

In our educational laboratory, we can find 

guidelines developed to assist countries wish-

ing to assess the compatibility of their national 

education laws and policies with international 

standard-setting instruments on the right to 

education [12]. In Romania, the traditional ed-

ucation system depends on Law on Education. 

Law on Education [13] consists of 365 arti-

cles, structured in titles, chapters, and sec-

tions; there were operated 88 updates during 

eight years, 13 of them in the first eight 

months of 2019. The third article consists of 

21 principles. The law regulates a complex 

and dynamic context, in order to shape the hu-

man personality.  

Each higher education institution elaborates 

rules and guidelines for didactic activity, 

based on Law on Education. Each discipline 

has a syllabus, consisting of estimated total 

time, prerequisites, conditions, acquired spe-

cific competences, objectives, and content, 

mentioning teaching work methods, and rec-

ommendations for students. The final section 

is about assessment: criteria, methods and the 

final grade.  

Integrating the traditional class, as course and 

seminar, in a laboratory activity, we develop 

the e-education system, as an extension of the 

traditional education system, in order to as-

similate the new concepts in the Law on Edu-

cation.  

Using the concept e-society defined as a soci-

ety of the systems, [9] highlights the main 

teaching-learning systems in e-education, 

which depend on time and space: T-Class (dif-

ferent places, the same time), P-Class (differ-

ent time, the same place), e-Class or virtual-

Classroom (different places and different 

time), and e-Classroom (the extension of the 

traditional classroom, the same time, and the 

same place).  

The e-Classroom, which integrates assisted 

instruction, consisting of computer-assisted 

instruction and teacher assisted learning, pre-

sumes principles, as any other human activity. 

The same principles reveal the foundations for 

of any software application or service of an e-

education system.  

In e-education, individualized educational ac-

tivities represents the first principle, and this 

is the basis characteristic of a standard e-

Classroom: each student uses his own per-

sonal computer. The second principle de-

scends from the first one: personalized learn-

ing integrates the student-own-pace concept. 

Cognitive interactivity defines the functional-

ities of a learning system in e-education. 

Based on the triple-vision of the personal 

computer as tool, tutor, and tutee, the third 

principle depends on the adequate information 

granularity of the electronic, digital, or virtual 

content. This third principle of the e-education 

progresses in a concept map approach and de-

pends on standard assisted instruction applica-

tions and standard assisted individual studies. 

Two more principles use technology develop-

ments as a meta-discipline: while it integrates 

interdisciplinary approaches because of the 
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diversity as forms of knowing and transdisci-

plinary approaches because of the diversity as 

forms of knowledge. This group of five prin-

ciples presented in [14] has to be transformed 

in a system improved according to a cyber-

netic approach. Developing computer literacy 

as a meta-discipline consists the basis of the 

sixth principle of the e-education: self-control 

of learning through self-assessment. This 

sixth principle become the engine of the pro-

cess of completing the user’s autonomous 

cognitive system, independently of the stage 

of the learner: the student, the teacher or the 

scientific-researcher. 

 

4 Application Framework as an Analytical 

one 

Developing computer literacy as a meta-disci-

pline consists the foundation for creating, us-

ing and versioning educational software, too. 

32 years ago [15], in the ninth chapter, Prob-

lems and promises, in the section The Future, 

at page 284, it contains the authors’ conclu-

sion: “As a result of the expanded capabilities 

of technology, teachers will have different 

functions than they do today. They will spend 

more time attending to the needs of individual 

students and less time worrying about class 

norms. They will be relieved of tedious non-

teaching task such a maintaining attendance 

and performance records; and they will be-

come the skilled managers of complex in-

structional systems that bear little resem-

blance to today’s classrooms.” The conclusion 

had to be correlated with the need to train 

teachers to use the technology making com-

puter literacy mandatory for every graduating 

teacher. This point of view is understandable 

correlated with the fact that in 1958, the 

United States was the first country to study 

computer-assisted instruction and in 1963, 

there was a computer assisted instruction sys-

tem developed for university education, which 

surfed the worldwide study of this topic [16]. 

The same author mentions that there is still a 

wide gap in this field due to the poor univer-

sality of relevant software, which has re-

stricted its widespread application in the edu-

cation industry as well as the disengagement 

between the content of curses and the reality 

since these curriculums were designed merely 

based on cognitivism and behaviourism. In 

2001, in [17] the concept of a large multilevel 

class could be found, and the author was de-

tailing qualitative aspects of this subject (lan-

guage acquisition ability, age, motivation, in-

telligence, self-discipline, literacy, skills, atti-

tude, and interest), but also, quantitative as-

pects (in China they thought groups of sixty 

students or more in classes, in Pakistan the 

groups were over one hundred students, in the 

language institute where she thought for many 

years, twenty students was considered a large 

class, but also highlighted another author, H. 

Douglas Brown in his Teaching by Principles, 

Prentice Hall Regents, 1994, who wrote about 

the possibilities of classes that have 600 stu-

dents (mentioned as an unusual number). We 

found in the second edition of H. Douglas 

Brown’s book a clarification (the latest edition 

being published in 2015, as the fourth). In 

[18], in Chapter 13, Classroom Management, 

in the section Teaching Under Adverse Cir-

cumstances, the author mentioned: “I was 

once asked by a student in a teacher education 

course about how to deal with large classes. I 

began to list the kinds of adjustments he could 

make with classes of fifty or seventy-five stu-

dents, when he said he meant really large clas-

ses: somewhere in the neighbourhood of 600 

students! As I caught my breath, my only re-

sponse was to ask him how he would teach 

600 people to swim in one swimming pool 

without displacing all the water in the pool!”. 

The previous researches focused on e-Class-

room and on the main components of a teach-

ing-learning system in e-education, revealed 

two phrases already classics: Computer As-

sisted Instruction and Teacher Assisted 

Learning. They are useful components in the 

theoretical framework section presented in 

[19]. This approach reflects e-Classroom as 

an extension of the traditional classroom, be-

cause face-to-face teaching, learning, as-

sessing and self-assessing are included; at the 

same time, it confirms that the prefix “e” from 

electronic could be applied to an information 

system, but not to an activity based on human 

thinking. 
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New services, presumed by an organizational 

information system are included, such as in-

tranet-personalized services, intranet custom-

izable services, web customizable services 

and web personalized services. The web ser-

vices create a connection with the e-classroom 

from home, for example, as an extension for 

homework. All the activities, projects, and in-

structional applications proposed in e-class-

room are available and workable at home. 

Computer Assisted Instruction presumes two 

types of components: standard assisted indi-

vidual studies and standard assisted instruc-

tion applications. They are labelled as stand-

ard as soon as they are permanent updated, 

based on the track and on the feedback, mech-

anisms integrated by the Teacher Assisted 

Learning presence. In order to support these 

mechanisms, teacher observes two compo-

nents of the learner’s cognitive system: per-

sonalized learning when threshold concepts 

are revealed and tacit knowledge when trou-

blesome knowledge encountered. Assisted in-

struction applications review the basic con-

cepts, the aggregate concepts, and the thresh-

old concepts of a fieldwork, while assisted in-

dividual studies review methods, methodolo-

gies and theories of the same fieldwork. First 

class of techniques focus on knowledge, com-

prehension and application, while the second 

class focus on analysis, synthesis and evalua-

tion, as they are the six levels of the Bloom’s 

taxonomy, used in the paradigm of meta-in-

struction. Therefore, the standard functionali-

ties for an assisted instruction system in e-

Classroom, as one of the fourth teaching-

learning standard systems in e-education, re-

flects the new context, in the image presented 

in Fig. 4.

 

 
Fig. 4. Standard functionalities for an assisted instruction system in e-Classroom 
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This structure highlights two key elements of 

a face-to-face teaching-learning system in e-

Classroom, referring to personalized learning 

and tacit knowledge as two basic components 

of the student’s cognitive system. The per-

sonal computers support them as tool, tutor, 

and tutee. The teachers explain the context 

and sustain upgrade as new versions for stand-

ard assisted individual studies and standard 

assisted instruction applications, related to im-

proved tutoring options. 

 

5 Case Study 

Among the attributes that make computers 

unique is the self-paced characteristic that 

computers provide. As it is mentioned in [15], 

students can truly progress at their own speeds 

– a feat that even the most accomplished hu-

man teacher has great difficulty achieving un-

der prevailing conditions. Also, students are 

given immediate feedback regarding their per-

formance so they can move on the next set of 

activities without undue delay. 

According to [17], in the large class, it is im-

portant that rules of conduct, policies, rou-

tines, and procedures be set up and followed 

in a fairly predictable manner. It is important 

that students know how and when they will be 

evaluated, what the attendance policy of the 

class is, how homework is checked, what the 

syllabus of the course is, how they are sup-

posed to conduct themselves, and what level 

of achievement is expected from them. Well-

established routines give students a sense of 

stability and security. Once such routines are 

functioning properly, instructions not need to 

be repeated as often, student responsibility in-

creases and the entire process of teaching and 

learning work more smoothly.  

In e-education, in a standard e-classroom, in a 

just in time teaching and learning system, all 

these mentions are by default understandable, 

and the students have to be focused on thresh-

old concepts and troublesome knowledge of 

the object language. Every student’s activity 

is a kind of attendance policy and evaluation, 

and the homework as a self-control of learning 

through self-assessment. 

In a large class, it is significant to create a cli-

mate where students will fell safe; in a stand-

ard e-Classroom, this is a by default feature. 

In a traditional classroom, the same author 

[17] mentions that the students will perceive 

other students as partners in the process of 

learning, rather than competitors on the suc-

cess scale. In a standard e-Classroom, the 

learning process become an efficient one 

when the students perceive other students as 

competitors. Students as partners reflects an-

other transversal competence, working in 

groups for didactic reasons or working in 

teams, which presumes students as profes-

sionals. 

In this context, we define an educational la-

boratory, including fifty personal computers 

for students and one personal computer for the 

teacher, all of them connected to internet, with 

intranet personalized network services and in-

tranet customizable email services. 

Setting-up the class calendar for each stu-

dent’s weekly activity, the teaching-learning 

system activities for a specified discipline are 

defined. All the students start the same activi-

ties (even if the students could be considered 

advances, intermediate or beginners), so each 

student progresses at his own speed. Each stu-

dent asks for clarifying the context or the con-

tent. Each student stops in a specific moment 

and continues next time, from the same spe-

cific moment. 

In an assisted instruction system, two classes 

of interactive activities were mentioned be-

fore: the standard assisted individual studies 

and the standard assisted instruction applica-

tions. 

Here is presented a standard assisted individ-

ual study, example to be used in a just in time 

teaching and learning system, in the standard 

e-classroom. 

Consider a discipline of your study program 

presenting interest for you as a professional, 

formulate a theme you had been thinking be-

fore, and enumerate five keywords, consid-

ered by you as basic concepts for a new docu-

mentation activity. 

In order to start a web search, you can use a 

search engine like Bing 
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(https://www.bing.com/), Google 

(https://www.google.com/), Yahoo! 

(https://www.yahoo.com/), or you can select 

another one, from the web page 

http://www.iac.ase.ro/digital_arti-

cle/search.html. 

Finally, present five articles, considering rep-

resentative and useful (with details), for your 

searches, mentioning for each of them, the au-

thor, the title, the online journal, the year of 

publication, the volume, the ISSN 

(https://www.issn.org/understanding-the-

issn/what-is-an-issn/), E-ISSN, or DOI 

(https://library.uic.edu/help/arti-

cle/1966/what-is-a-doi-and-how-do-i-use-

them-in-citations), and the web address of 

each of the articles. 

In order to solve these requirements, you 

have to start from the general structure of an 

article, consisting of: the title, the author, the 

abstract, the keywords, the article sections, the 

conclusions, and the references. 

Depending on your keywords, and on your 

settings for you search engine, the list of the 

results could be different, including, anyway, 

too many references, to read all of them. 

In this context, we decide to read an article 

from the list as soon as: 

- the keywords of the article correspond to our 

research; 

- the abstract and the conclusions correspond 

to our motivations and objectives; 

- the references include the author of the arti-

cle (it is not a first approach of the author in 

the subject) and correspond to authors with 

contributions in the subject or publications 

with dedicated sections for the domain. 

In this moment we can decide if we read the 

introduction and all the sections, and if we 

read the content, we can appreciate that the ti-

tle correspond to the article. 

This is a way you have to train to develop your 

competency for selecting references, and this 

is an iterative exercise for such an objective, 

including two parameters: the keywords and 

the search-engine. 

Another stage of your search depends on 

used keywords as aggregate concepts and then 

as threshold concepts. 

A standard assisted instruction application is 

based on the threefold function of the personal 

computer: tool (as a descriptive solution of the 

problem), tutor (as an explanatory solution of 

the same problem), and tutee (confirming the 

learner’s activity, regarding the method ap-

plied). As it was argued in [14], such an appli-

cation has to be continued with a dual appli-

cation. The user has to apply the same method 

(understood in the primary application) in or-

der to solve a new exercise situated in the 

same class of problems. 

The interface of the application includes an 

option Reset all, just in case the user alters the 

content, and an option Reset Square to restore 

the square (just in case). In order to create a 

better understanding, there are options in or-

der to solve each step of the problem and cor-

responding options in order to undo these ac-

tions. 

The dual application reviews the main steps of 

the method to sustain the user activities. 

Developed as a digital-article, this paper pro-

poses a standard assisted instruction applica-

tion including a dual-application, which is 

available in two versions (an English version 

and a Romanian version) at the web address 

http://www.iac.ase.ro/digital_article/.  

In such an assisted instruction system, after 

each activity, each student updates his per-

sonal web page of the e-classroom, with the 

files of the theme, and finally, the web page 

reflects the history of all activities, as a self-

control of learning through self-assessment. 

His email address is also developed and struc-

tured as a digital library, consisting off the 

content he already browsed. 

 

6 Conclusions 

Developing and experimenting an assisted in-

struction system in e-education presume Just-

In-Time Teaching and Learning activities as 

knowledge, comprehension, and applications 

(using assisted instruction applications), then 

analysis, synthesis, and evaluation (using as-

sisted instruction studies), according to 

Bloom’ s taxonomy of educational objectives. 

Optimising such an instruction process de-

pends on two basic methodological factors: 

the first one is the support for a descriptive ap-

proach, and the second one is the sustenance 

https://www.bing.com/
https://www.google.com/
https://www.yahoo.com/
http://www.iac.ase.ro/digital_article/search.html
http://www.iac.ase.ro/digital_article/search.html
https://www.issn.org/understanding-the-issn/what-is-an-issn/
https://www.issn.org/understanding-the-issn/what-is-an-issn/
https://library.uic.edu/help/article/1966/what-is-a-doi-and-how-do-i-use-them-in-citations
https://library.uic.edu/help/article/1966/what-is-a-doi-and-how-do-i-use-them-in-citations
https://library.uic.edu/help/article/1966/what-is-a-doi-and-how-do-i-use-them-in-citations
http://www.iac.ase.ro/digital_article/
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of an explanatory approach, both of them, in-

tegrated in electronic, digital, or virtual re-

sources. In such an environment, the teacher 

assures the most relevant functionalities of the 

standard assisted instruction system, as he is 

responsible for optimising personalized learn-

ing and tacit knowledge of the students. At the 

same time, the teacher develops the support 

and functionalities of the standard assisted in-

dividual study and of the standard assisted in-

struction applications as new versions, based 

on the track and on the feedback obtained in 

the standard e-classroom. The context de-

scribed, as a general solution, reflects a frame-

work for the recursive process in forming pro-

fessionals and for the iterative process in de-

veloping new versions for e-Classroom. 
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